HOLLY'S ORGAN UPGRADE WISH LIST

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

PRICE
EACH*

TOTAL*

OSI 61-note manual keyboard

The organ is played with at least one keyboard, with
configurations featuring from two to five keyboards
being the most common. A keyboard to be played by the
hands is called a manual (from the Latin manus, "hand");
an organ with four keyboards is said to have four
manuals.

3

$ 3,500.00

$ 10,500.00

OSI 32-note AGO pedal board,
finished to match

Most organs also have a pedalboard, a large keyboard to
be played by the feet.

1

$ 3,500.00

$ 3,500.00

1

$ 4,000.00

$ 4,000.00

$

$ 21,500.00

ITEM

Artisan Octo-flex solid state control
system

Key contacts

• Full record and playback built in with library manager on
board. Save and Load any MIDI sequence via USB port.•
Piston Sequencer and memory level save.
• Almost unlimited memory levels for Combination Action
resident in system.
• Savable and Loadable Combination Actions via USB port in
addition to the resident combinations.
• High Speed Connection via network interface and cable.
• WIFI Connection for uploads, diagnostics, and changes.
• Full implementation of couplers, unification, bass and
melody coupling included.
• Wireless connection between console and chamber available.
• Fully compatible with all former Artisan input and driver
boards for ease of system upgrade.
• Configuration files downloadable directly from console
system. No more need to find the latest version files, etc.

When a key is depressed, a valve opens underneath a
particular pipe. The means of connecting the key with
that valve or "pallet" is called the key action.

* not actual price; for illustrative purposes only
** not actual product; for illustrative purposes only

215

100.00

PICTURE**

1

HOLLY'S ORGAN UPGRADE WISH LIST

PRICE
EACH*

DESCRIPTION

QUANTITY

Syndyne stop actions with engraved
stop keys

Controls at the console called stops select which ranks
and pipes are used. These controls are generally either
draw knobs (or stop knobs), which engage the stops
when pulled out from the console; stop tablets (or tilting
tablets) which are hinged at their far end; or rockertablets, which rock up and down on a central axle.
Different combinations of stops change the timbre of the
instrument considerably.

56

$

100.00

$ 5,600.00

Thumb pistons

Pistons are buttons that can be pressed by the organist to
change registrations; they are generally found between
the manuals or above the pedalboard. In the latter case
they are called toe studs or toe pistons (as opposed to
thumb pistons).

16

$

100.00

$ 1,600.00

Toe pistons

Pistons are buttons that can be pressed by the organist to
change registrations; they are generally found between
the manuals or above the pedalboard. In the latter case
they are called toe studs or toe pistons (as opposed to
thumb pistons).

3

$

100.00

$

Music rack and lights

Overhead organ lamps will help the musician see the
music more clearly with less eye strain.

1

$ 2,000.00

ITEM

* not actual price; for illustrative purposes only
** not actual product; for illustrative purposes only

TOTAL*

PICTURE**

300.00

$ 2,000.00

2

HOLLY'S ORGAN UPGRADE WISH LIST

QUANTITY

PRICE
EACH*

TOTAL*

Arndt Swell and Crescendo
expression shoes

An expression pedal is an important control found on
many musical instruments including organs, electronic
keyboards and pedal steel guitar. The musician uses the
pedal to control different aspects of the sound,
commonly volume.

2

$ 1,500.00

$ 3,000.00

Output panels for organ chambers
and wire

The output board interfaces between the CPU and all
magnet coils, either in the console for the combination
action or in the pipe chambers for windchest and swell
shade control.

1

$ 3,000.00

$ 3,000.00

Modification of console casework

An organ case is a free-standing structure that is
essentially a wooden box open to the front. A chest is
positioned at the bottom of a case, and the pipes above it
are free to speak through the opening in the front. A
separate case may be provided for each division of an
instrument, or several divisions may be placed in one
case.

1

$ 3,000.00

$ 3,000.00

Klann 8-bell Zymbelstern

The Zimbelstern is a "toy" organ stop consisting of a
metal or wooden star or wheel on which several
small bells are mounted. When engaged, the star rotates,
producing a continuous tinkling sound.

1

$ 2,000.00

$ 2,000.00

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

TOTAL

* not actual price; for illustrative purposes only
** not actual product; for illustrative purposes only

PICTURE**

$ 60,000.00

3

